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Sanus Furniture Mount System
Enhance your entertainment with the versatile and stylish FMS01 TV Mount. With easy
tilt and swivel technology as well as variable height settings that allow up to 10 inches

Basic
FMS

of height adjustment, you’ll be sure to have the best seat in the house from anywhere
in the room. In addition to an innovative cable management system, small components
can easily be attached to the back of the pillar for an organized, clean look. Plus, with
its universal design the FMS01 fits nearly all 32"-60" TVs up to 130 lbs.

Conceals smaller AV
components behind pillar
with tool free connections
for a clean appearance

Mount tilts and swivels
without tools for simple
viewing angle adjustments
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SANUS Furniture Mount System

Easily attaches to FMS
Compatible AV furniture
and accessories

Mount height can be
adjusted up to 10 inches
ensuring optimal TV height

Provides additional safety
and protection from
accidental tipping of TV

Sanus Furniture Mount system
MODEL......................... FMS01
TV SIZE RANGE............ 32" – 60"
WEIGHT CAPACITY....... 130 lbs.
AVAILABILITY............... Q1 2012

Look for the FMS icon on
all compatible furniture
and accessories

FMS Compatible AV furniture
JFV60
BFAV550
DFV50
BFV146
BFAV48
BFV157
BFAV344
BFV348
BFV546

Sanus Basic Series Furniture

Open design maximizes airflow
to equipment and provides easy
access to back of components

Basic

Featuring a mid-century modern look, the new SANUS Foundations BFV157 can be
assembled quickly without tools. Compatible with TVs up to 60”, the BFV157 features
an open design for maximum airflow and easy access to the back of AV equipment.
Its large middle shelf can hold up to four components, and the floating media storage
box ensures remotes and accessories stay organized. Adjustable feet keep the
BFV157 level on any surface, and an integrated wire management system helps
keep component cables organized.

Middle shelf can easily
accommodate up to four
components

Media storage box helps
keep remotes and other
accessories organized

Quick and easy
assembly without
the need for tools

Adjustable feet ensure furniture
is level on any surface

Sanus basic series furniture
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MODEL......................... BFV157
TV SIZE RANGE............ up to 60"
TOP SHELF
WEIGHT CAPACITY....... 130 lbs.
AVAILABILITY............... NOW

SANUS Basic Series Furniture

Integrated wire
management system

SANUS Basic Series Furniture

Middle shelf can easily
accommodate center channel
speaker or two components

SANUS Basic Series Furniture

Quick and easy assembly
without the need for tools
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Basic

Tool-less assembly makes setting up the new SANUS Foundations BFV546 AV stand,
designed to hold TVs up to 50”, easier than ever. Comprised of both light and dark
walnut finishes, this piece is constructed of beautiful hardwood to add a classic feel
to any room. Two large drawers keep remotes and AV equipment organized and
adjustable feet keep the BFV546 stable on any surface. The stand’s large middle shelf
easily fits a center channel speaker or two components, and the removable back
panel allows easy access to the back of any gear.

Removable back panel
provides quick and easy
access to components

Adjustable feet ensure furniture
is level on any surface

Sanus basic series furniture
MODEL......................... BFV546
TV SIZE RANGE............ up to 50"
TOP SHELF
WEIGHT CAPACITY....... 110 lbs.
AVAILABILITY............... Q1 2012

Dual pull-out media drawers
help organize remotes, gaming
equipment and other devices

Sanus Basic Series Furniture
Basic

Introducing the BFV348 AV stand – the newest addition to the Basic Series
furniture line. Offering a quick and easy tool-less assembly, this piece features
a distressed black finish for a classic, lived-in appearance. A vented, adjustable
shelf maximizes airflow to equipment while offering versatility to accommodate
equipment of varying heights. Its removable back panel ensures all AV
components can be accessed.

Adjustable shelf provides
versatility with varying
equipment height

Quick and easy assembly
without the need for tools

Distressed black finish
provides a classic
lived-in appearance

Sanus basic series furniture
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MODEL......................... BFV348
TV SIZE RANGE............ up to 50"
TOP SHELF
WEIGHT CAPACITY....... 130 lbs.
AVAILABILITY............... Q1 2012

Vented shelves allow air
to escape to maximize
airflow to equipment

SANUS Basic Series Furniture

Removable back panel
provides quick and easy
access to components

Sanus Super Slim Full-Motion Mounts
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SANUS Super Slim Full-Motion Mounts

Super Slim design sits
just 1.23" from the wall,
accentuating the sleek
look of ultra-thin TVs

Full-Motion

The new Super Slim full-motion VLF320 mount places flat-panel TVs incredibly
close to the wall while still offering full-motion capabilities. An integrated cable
management system hides all wiring and cabling within the extension arm and
decorative covers conceal mounting hardware for a clean, finished look. The
VLF320 also allows TVs to tilt with the touch of a finger, and post-install leveling
adjustments ensure your TV is perfectly positioned after hanging.

Integrated cable management
system conceals cables
within extension arm

Extends 20"
from wall

Decorative covers conceal
mounting hardware for a
finished look

Post-install leveling
adjustments ensure TV
is perfectly positioned

sanus super slim Full-motion Mounts
MODEL......................... VLF320
TV SIZE RANGE............ 37" – 84"
WEIGHT CAPACITY........ 125 lbs.
AVAILABILITY............... Q1 2012

Easily tilt TV with the
touch of a finger

Sanus Super Slim Full-Motion Mounts
Full-Motion

Like the VLF320, the new Super Slim full-motion VMF322 mount offers full-motion
capabilities while positioning flat-panel TVs unbelievably close to the wall. Plus,
with an integrated cable management system that conceals wiring within the
extension arm, you’re sure to be left with a clean, finished look. The new VMF322
also allows TVs to tilt with the touch of a finger as well as post-install leveling
adjustments to ensure your TV is always perfectly positioned.

Integrated cable management
system conceals cables within
extension arm

Post-install leveling
adjustments ensure TV
is perfectly positioned

Easily tilt TV with
the touch of a finger

Extends 22" from wall

sanus super slim Full-motion Mounts
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MODEL......................... VMF322
TV SIZE RANGE............ 26" – 47"
WEIGHT CAPACITY........ 60 lbs.
AVAILABILITY............... Q1 2012

SANUS Super Slim Full Motion Mounts

Super Slim design sits just 1.4"
from the wall, accentuating the
sleek look of ultra-thin TVs

SANUS 90-Degree Adapter
Accessories

Introducing the 90-Degree HDMI connector, one of the slimmest HDMI solutions on
the market. Adding versatility to any HDMI cable, this adapter adjusts your connection
90 degrees, simplifying even the slimmest of TV installations. The ELM4900 90-Degree
adaptor has a connector 50% shorter than typical cables, making it ideal for wall-mounted
TVs with hard to reach rear parts. Paired with top-of-the-line HDMI technology, this
adapter is the perfect solution for any TV install.

Handles 1080p video
resolution and beyond for
next generation displays
Works with 3D TVs
and components

50% shorter

.3" deep
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SANUS 90-Degree Adapter

90-degree connection
angle allows flexibility for
use in extremely
tight spaces

Ethernet channel delivers highspeed Internet connectivity to
compatible devices, eliminating
the need for a separate cable

SANUS 90-Degree Adapter
MODEL......................... ELM4900-B1
PROFILE....................... 0.3"
AVAILABILITY............... Q2 2012

Connector is 50% shorter
than conventional HDMI
connectors for easy installation
behind ultra-thin TVs

SANUS HDMI Cables
Accessories

The Pivoting HDMI cable and the Super Slim HDMI cable were made for tight spaces.
With the new connector head, the Pivoting HDMI cable can swivel up to 180° for easy
placement behind mounted TVs and ports. And with ultra-flexible design, the Super Slim
HDMI cable, allows ultra-thin TVs to sit almost flush with the wall thanks to the 40%
shorter connectors. With the ability to support video resolutions beyond 1080p, both new
HDMI cables will work perfectly with next-generation displays.

SANUS Pivoting HDMI Cables

Handles 1080p video
resolution and beyond for
next generation displays

Head pivots 180°
for placement in
hard-to-reach ports

Ethernet channel delivers highspeed Internet connectivity to
compatible devices, eliminating
the need for a separate cable

Works with 3D TVs
and components

SANUS Super Slim HDMI Cables
Handles 1080p video
resolution and beyond for
next generation displays

Ethernet channel delivers highspeed Internet connectivity to
compatible devices, eliminating
the need for a separate cable

Connector is 40% shorter than
conventional HDMI cables for easy
installation behind ultra-thin TVs

Ultra-flexible cable
allows for easy bending
to make connections
in tight spaces

MODEL......................... ELM4203
LENGTH........................ 3.3'
AVAILABILITY............... NOW

MODEL......................... ELM4206
LENGTH........................ 6.6'
AVAILABILITY............... NOW

MODEL......................... ELM4210
LENGTH........................ 9.5'
AVAILABILITY............... NOW

MODEL......................... ELM4303
LENGTH........................ 3.3'
AVAILABILITY............... NOW

MODEL......................... ELM4306
LENGTH........................ 6.6'
AVAILABILITY............... NOW

MODEL......................... ELM4308
LENGTH........................ 8.2'
AVAILABILITY............... NOW

SANUS HDMI Cables

SANUS HDMI Cables
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SANUS Install Tool Kit iPad & iPhone App
™

®

®

The SANUS Install Tool Kit™ iPad and iPhone app makes finding and installing the perfect mount as easy as possible.
Available through iTunes®, this free app puts helpful tools and information at your fingertips.

SANUS MountFinder™ Tool
The SANUS MountFinder™ tool matches TV brand
and model numbers with compatible mounts.

Mount Simulator
The mount simulator allows an iPad or iPhone to simulate
a TV’s range of motion when combined with a specific mount.

SANUS HeightFinder™ Tool
The SANUS HeightFinder™ tool calculates ideal drilling
locations based on personal TV height preferences.

Why Mount
The “Why Mount” feature outlines the specific benefits of a
mounted TV, including performance, space, style and safety.

SANUS ProSetLevel™ Tool
The SANUS ProSetLevel™ leveling tool easily calibrates to any
surface, allowing a TV to be aligned to any nearby surface for
an even appearance.

Why Choose SANUS
The “Why Choose SANUS” app feature describes the
Six Sides of SANUS with fast facts for each.

MyNotes
The MyNotes feature records, organizes and emails
installation notes.
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SANUS Install Tool kit™ App
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Which Mount
The “Which Mount” feature details the different
mount motion types and when each is appropriate to use.

SANUS iPad 2 Mount Adapter

Custom molded design and
material provides a snug and
durable fit for a sleek finish

Tilting
iPad 2

The VMA302 is the brand-new iPad 2 mount adapter from SANUS. Specifically
engineered with a custom molded design, the adapter ensures a snug fit while the
release tab enables easy iPad 2 removal. The VMA302 attaches to any VESA 100 x 100
compatible TV mount. A Virtual Axis 3D™ cup-shaped faceplate is included with the
adapter, allowing an iPad 2 to be viewed in both portrait and landscape modes when
paired with compatible SANUS mounts.

Remove iPad 2 by simply
pressing the release tab –
no tools required

Attaches to any
VESA 100 x 100
compatible TV mount

Enjoy perfect viewing angles on
your iPad 2 anywhere in a room
when used with a full-motion mount

Sanus iPad 2 mount adapter
MODEL......................... VMA302
AVAILABILITY............... NOW

sanus iPad 2 Mount Adapter

Custom-cut holes allow full
access to all speakers, all
buttons and iPad® 2 cameras

Includes a Virtual Axis 3D™
cup-shaped faceplate for both
portrait and landscape viewing
(compatible only with SANUS
mount models MF202, MF209,
MF215, MC1A and MD115)
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Sanus Single Accessory Shelf
Mount
Accessory
Tilting

The new SANUS VMA401 on-wall component shelf mounts directly under
wall-mounted TVs for a sleek, streamlined look. Its thick tempered-glass shelf can
support up to 15 lbs. of AV equipment. The center column features a cable management
system to conceal cables and wiring, creating a clean and organized appearance.
The VMA401 easily attaches to any wall surface - no studs required!

All hardware included for easy
mounting on sheetrock or concrete

Combine more than one VMA401 unit
for a multi-shelf, customized solution
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Slim profile works well
with mounted ultra-thin
flat-panel TVs

sanus SINGLE Accessory shelf
MODEL......................... VMA401
WEIGHT CAPACITY........ 15 lbs.
AVAILABILITY............... Q1 2012

Micro-adjustment feature
ensures unit is at the
perfect height

Thick-tempered glass
can hold up to 15 lbs.
of AV gear

SANUS Single Accessory Shelf

SANUS Single Accessory Shelf

Integrated cable management
system hides and organizes cables

SANUS Component Series Racks
Component

Organize and simplify your system with Sanus Component Series rack solutions. These
sturdy racks feature heavy-gauge welded steel construction, adjustable feet for easy
leveling and swivel casters for 360° access. Concealed venting lets heated air flow
out of the top while cool air is drawn in, and removable sides and vented back panels
allow additional airflow to keep components cool. A lockable tempered-glass door
with a quarter-turn handle provides security while maintaining component visibility.

Two 3U openings on top of
rack for added flexibility

Quick-release back and side
panels allow complete and
total access to components
and wiring

Comes pre-assembled with vented
shelves and blanking panels

Integrated wire
management system

3U opening panels can be placed
on top or bottom of rear rack door
for greater flexibility

214 4
CF R

213 6
CF R

2127
CF R

SANUS COMponent series racks

CF R
Swivel casters and adjustable feet
allow stable positioning and mobility

1U Shelves
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2U Shelves
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3U Shelves
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1U Blanking Panels

1

1

2

2

2U Blanking Panels

1

1

2
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3U Blanking Panels

1

1

2

2

Tie Bars

1

2

3
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MODEL......................... CFR2127
RACK SPACES.............. 27U
WEIGHT CAPACITY........ 750 lbs.
AVAILABILITY............... NOW

MODEL......................... CFR2136
RACK SPACES.............. 36U
WEIGHT CAPACITY........ 800 lbs.
AVAILABILITY............... NOW

MODEL......................... CFR2144
RACK SPACES.............. 44U
WEIGHT CAPACITY........ 1000 lbs.
AVAILABILITY............... NOW
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MODEL........................ CFR2115
RACK SPACES............. 15U
WEIGHT CAPACITY...... 500 lbs.
AVAILABILITY.............. NOW

SANUS Component Series Racks

2115

Included Rack Accessories

SANUS EcoSystem™
Component

The new SANUS EcoSystem™ is a fully customizable accessory that serves
as the single power source for all low-voltage equipment in a rack. Start with
the MultiVolt Power Supply. This component features switchable outlets, 5 volt
USB ports and 12 outlets. A temperature-regulating thermostat is also included.
Then, add accessories to build a system that meets your exact needs. Available
accessories include LED lighting, fans, temperature gauge and additional cables.

Front side 5V USB port,
12V always on and front
light connections
provide added
convenience

Easily turn front
task light and rear
work light on and off

front view
Light Switches

Additional Power

back view

5V USB Ports

12V Lights Only

Always On 12V Power

Thermostat Controlled
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SANUS EcoSystem™

Thermostat

Included thermostat
kit monitors the rack
temperature and
automatically
activates fans
Easily connect up to
three components
with USB cables

sanus Ecosystem™

Add front mounted 1U
task light to illuminate
rack components and
rear mounted work light
for easy viewing while
working within the rack

MODEL......................... CAPT01-B1
DESCRIPTION	�������������� SANUS EcoSystem™
Multivolt Power Supply
AVAILABILITY............... Q1 2012

Incorporate the
temperature gauge
into the system for an
easy-to-read digital
temperature readout

Keep components cool
with available fans, which
include 1U ultra quiet fan,
3U ultra quiet fan and 3U
volume fan

SANUS EcoSystem™ and Racks Accessories
Accessories

Take your rack to the next level with customizable items and accessories perfect to support
a wide range of AV system setups. From pre-assembled pieces to tailored technologies,
SANUS rack solutions are sure to get your rack running up to its full potential.

sanus EcoSystem™
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MODEL	������������������������ CATG01-B1
DESCRIPTION	�������������� SANUS EcoSystem™
Temperature Gage
AVAILABILITY	�������������� Q1 2012
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MODEL	������������������������ CALT01-B1
DESCRIPTION	�������������� SANUS EcoSystem™
Task Light
AVAILABILITY	�������������� Q1 2012
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MODEL......................... CALW01-B1
DESCRIPTION	�������������� SANUS EcoSystem™
Work Light
AVAILABILITY............... Q1 2012
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MODELS	��������������������� CAPW03-B1
CAPW06-B1
CAPW09-B1
DESCRIPTION	�������������� SANUS EcoSystem™
3' Power wire 2Pk
SANUS EcoSystem™
6’ Power wire 2Pk
SANUS EcoSystem™
9’ Power wire 2Pk
AVAILABILITY	�������������� Q1 2012
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MODELS	��������������������� CAFH01-B1
CAFQ01-B1
CAFC01-B1
DESCRIPTION	�������������� 3U High volume fan
2U Ultra quiet fan
1U Ultra quiet fan
AVAILABILITY	�������������� Q1 2012

3
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sanus rack accessories
MODELS	��������������������� CASH23-B1, CASH22-B1, CASH21-B1
DESCRIPTION	�������������� 3U Vented shelf
2U Vented shelf
1U Vented shelf
AVAILABILITY	�������������� Q1 2012

MODEL......................... CAGK-B1
DESCRIPTION............... Ganging kit
AVAILABILITY............... Q1 2012

MODELS	��������������������� CASBP3-B1, CASBP2-B1, CASBP1-B1
DESCRIPTION	�������������� 3U Solid steel blanking panel
2U Solid steel blanking panel
1U Solid steel blanking panel
AVAILABILITY	�������������� Q1 2012

MODEL......................... CATBL210-B1
DESCRIPTION............... 19" L-shaped tie bar single unit 10 pack
AVAILABILITY............... Q1 2012

MODEL......................... CAPS27-B1
DESCRIPTION............... 27U 48" Power strip
AVAILABILITY............... Q1 2012
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MODELS	��������������������� CAVBP3-B1, CAVBP2-B1, CAVBP1-B1
DESCRIPTION	�������������� 3U Vented steel blanking panel
2U Vented steel blanking panel
1U Vented steel blanking panel
AVAILABILITY	�������������� Q1 2012

SANUS EcoSystem™ and Racks Accessories

1

MODEL......................... CAPT01-B1
DESCRIPTION	�������������� SANUS EcoSystem™
Multivolt Power Supply
AVAILABILITY............... Q1 2012

